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ABSTRACT
Modern scientific applications utilize numerous software and hard-
ware layers to efficiently access data. This approach poses a chal-
lenge for I/O optimization because of the need to instrument and
correlate information across those layers. The Darshan characteri-
zation tool seeks to address this challenge by providing efficient,
transparent, and compact runtime instrumentation of many com-
mon I/O interfaces. It also includes command-line tools to generate
actionable insights and summary reports. However, the extreme
diversity of today’s scientific applications means that not all appli-
cations are well served by one-size-fits-all analysis tools.

In this work we present PyDarshan, a Python-based library that
enables agile analysis of I/O performance data. PyDarshan caters
to both novice and advanced users by offering ready-to-use HTML
reports as well as a rich collection of APIs to facilitate custom
analyses. We present the design of PyDarshan and demonstrate its
effectiveness in four diverse real-world analysis use cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding how applications and workflows access data is an
incredibly important aspect of computational workloads on HPC
platforms. This importance is amplified by the increasing fidelity
and rate of data produced by scientific instruments and simula-
tions [9, 20, 40].

At the same time, new workloads are emerging that stress I/O
systems differently from traditional applications [12, 22]. The vari-
ety of workloads present on modern platforms include simulations,
experimental data analysis, inference and training of machine learn-
ing, and hybrid workloads incorporating elements of each. Many
applications run into I/O bottlenecks that require understanding
I/O behavior, especially as they scale. As a result, better tools for I/O
analysis are vital. In the short term, such tools can directly improve
application and workflow performance. In the long term, such tools
can provide insight into compute, network, and storage utilization
to inform the construction of efficient future systems.

Scientific applications use many different programming inter-
faces for I/O, from high-level interfaces for conveniently describing
data to low-level interfaces that interact more directly with storage
hardware. In many cases, data is translated through multiple layers
on its way to a distributed storage system. This complexity makes
analyzing and optimizing application and workflow I/O a daunting
task requiring multilevel instrumentation. A common solution for
the instrumentation of HPC applications is Darshan [18], which
allows efficient instrumentation for profiling and tracing across
many I/O layers such as POSIX, STDIO, MPI-IO, HDF5, and Lustre.

Up to now, the infrastructure for analyzing Darshan data has
been limited to ad hoc scripts and C-coded tools. In this paper
we present PyDarshan, a library of tools designed to enable agile
analysis of I/O performance data captured using Darshan. Our
contributions with PyDarshan are the following:

• Connect Darshan performance data to a rich Python ecosystem
of data science, machine learning, and visualization libraries

• Promote interoperability of performance analysis tools by facili-
tating access to reusable analysis routines

• Enable more efficient access to Darshan data for the analysis of
large collections of Darshan logs and longitudinal studies

• Present multiple use cases to illustrate how PyDarshan capabili-
ties enable agile development of insightful I/O analysis tools

PyDarshan opens up the analysis of I/O behavior to a much
broader audience, allowing a deeper understanding of the impor-
tance and characteristics of I/O in scientific computing today and
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in the future. PyDarshan is open source and available on GitHub1
and PyPi.2

2 PYDARSHAN DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of PyDarshan and discuss
how it helps improve user experience, either through ready-to-
use analysis tools or through interfaces enabling specific custom
analysis needs. We begin the discussion with a brief overview of
Darshan’s existing architecture and then describe new analysis
capabilities introduced by PyDarshan and how they facilitate I/O
researchers and application teams to build interoperable tools or
conduct custom analyses.

2.1 Darshan
Darshan [18] consists of two components, as illustrated in Figure 1:
❶ An instrumentation runtime collects data on application I/O ac-
tivity and stores this data in Darshan log files, and ❷ a collection of
programmatic libraries and command-line (CLI) utilities provide ac-
cess to Darshan log data and perform a number of common analysis
tasks.

The runtime component can instrument applications without
needing to apply modifications to the application or library depen-
dencies. Across various I/O layers, Darshan transparently collects
statistics activity of HDF5, MPI-IO, STDIO, and POSIX interfaces
by intercepting API calls (e.g., using LD_PRELOAD), as illustrated
in Figure 1. For the Lustre parallel file system, Darshan collects
additional context, such as the file mapping to object storage tar-
gets (OSTs). Darshan’s runtime library is deliberately designed to
minimize runtime and log storage overhead to avoid perturbing the
application or the storage system [18]. Generally, Darshan data is
captured independently on each process or rank. If MPI is used for
parallel applications, data is gathered from all ranks at shutdown
time and combined into a single Darshan log file. In case a process
forks, independent Darshan log files will be generated for parent
and children processes. Darshan defers writing instrumentation
data until applications are shutting down by using MPI or Linux
process life-cycle hooks.

Darshan log file data can be viewed using a collection of CLI util-
ities included with Darshan. These tools enable a range of common
capabilities such as log parsing, data anonymization, and generat-
ing PDF summary reports. With growing applications, thousands
of ranks, and growing bodies of Darshan logs collected by HPC
sites, these analysis tools increasingly run into performance and
memory constraints. The legacy approach for generating PDF re-
port relies on a complex analysis pipeline. Logs are translated into
an intermediate text format, parsed and analyzed in Perl, and then
transformed into user-facing document with TeX. This served as an
effective initial exploration of how to present I/O analysis data to
users, but it is not as efficient or flexible as new approaches enabled
by a now expansive, feature-rich Python software ecosystem.

2.2 PyDarshan
PyDarshan extends Darshan’s existing analysis capabilities with a
convenient Python interface and corresponding CLI utilities. The

1https://github.com/darshan-hpc/darshan
2https://pypi.org/project/darshan/
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Figure 1: Existing architecture of Darshan, its log format, and
post-processing utilities. This includes PyDarshan as well as
extensions to facilitate custom tools or analysis in Jupyter
Notebooks. While most Darshan modules feature only inte-
ger and floating-point counters, other modules have been
added to capture traces or additional system information.

primary goal of PyDarshan is to enable advanced and customized
analysis that can be connected seamlessly to the rich ecosystem of
data science and machine learning libraries that support Python.
PyDarshan caters to many concepts from popular data science
libraries such as Numpy[23], Pandas[31], or XArray[24], which
many users are familiar with already and for which data science
and machine learning libraries provide tooling to consume for
analysis and model training. In the spirit of testing the new tools
ourselves, we migrated our report generation to using the Python
ecosystem that informed PyDarshan’s architecture. Instead of using
PDF reports, we switched to HTML-based reports, which are easier
to customize and are just as widely supported on most systems.
While the new reports are part of PyDarshan’s architecture, this
section will focus on the overall architecture, and we will revisit
the updated report generation in Section 3.1.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of PyDarshan. PyDarshan
internally uses the same Darshan C library to parse logs that is also
used by the original command-line utilities. A side effect of PyDar-
shan’s development is also the streamlining of the C library for use
by third-party tools. As a result, PyDarshan’s contributions span
three layers to interact with Darshan logs. We extend Darshan’s C
utility library and introduce two new APIs that progressively offer
more control to trade off efficiency and implementation effort:

❸ The High-Level PyDarshan Object Interface provides dedicated
objects for loaded data such as defined by the DarshanReport
and RecordCollections classes that offer introspection, auto-
matic statistics, report generation, and conversion to data for-
mats that allow easy reshaping for use with custom tools or
data science and machine learning libraries such as scikit-learn,
PyTorch, or TensorFlow.

❹ The Low-Level PyDarshan Log Backend Interface abstracts away
Darshan-specific implementation details by providing thin
wrappers around common functionality such as accessing meta-
data, name records, and module data. The low-level PyDarshan

https://github.com/darshan-hpc/darshan
https://pypi.org/project/darshan/
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Figure 2: Core components of PyDarshan, including theHigh-
level Interface, the Low-Level Python Interface, and the up-
dated C utility library to access the binary data.

log backend interface takes responsibility for translating Dar-
shan’s custom binary data format into Pythonic representations
such as dictionaries or Pandas dataframes.

The low-level Darshan C utility library is a low-level interface
whose primary responsibility is to extract raw data from Darshan
logs. The Darshan runtime library emits logs in a compressed,
write-optimized, binary format that emphasizes the minimization of
runtime instrumentation overhead above all other considerations. A
native C library implementation is the most straightforward way to
directly extract this data back into memory for subsequent analysis.
It also provides rudimentary aggregation capabilities that can be
performed efficiently as an inline component of data extraction. The
low-level C library interface is more complex and fragile than the
Pythonic APIs presented by PyDarshan, however, and we therefore
discourage its direct use in analysis utilities.

2.2.1 High-Level Python Object Interface. The High-Level Object
API aims to provide convenient and efficient access to Darshan
performance data and metadata while catering to context-aware
aggregation functions that are sensitive to the intricacies of perfor-
mance data in distributed storage systems. The High-Level Object
API is further designed to allow interactive exploration of Darshan
log data, for example, in Jupyter Notebook environments or in
custom tools.

To avoid reimplementing common filtering and reduction func-
tionality that already provide efficient or accelerated implementa-
tions, PyDarshan wraps log data into two primary object structures
that can be easily inspected through both standard Python facilities
and a special info() method:

• Darshan Report Objects are context-preserving containers for
multilevel performance data on which we can define a wide
range of common performance analyses

• Darshan Record Collections are iterable homogeneous containers
for data of the same type on which we can define transformations
and analysis that apply for particular record types

In particular, for record collections, we introduce to_df() and
to_dict() to convert Darshan log data into types that can be fed
into Python’s rich existing ecosystem of data science libraries. A
basic example illustrating PyDarshan’s usage is shown in Listing 1.

1 import darshan
2

3 # open a Darshan log file and read all data
4 with darshan.DarshanReport(filename , read_all=True) as

report:
5 # print the metadata dict for this log
6 print("metadata: ", report.metadata)
7 # print job runtime and nprocs
8 print("run_time: ", report.metadata['job']['run_time '

])
9 print("nprocs: ", report.metadata['job']['nprocs '])

10

11 # print modules contained in the report
12 print("modules: ", list(report.modules.keys()))
13

14 # export POSIX module records to DataFrame and print
15 posix_df = report.records['POSIX '].to_df()
16 display(posix_df)

Listing 1: Example of PyDarshan’s High-Level Object API.

We initially investigated loading most data into, for example,
Pandas DataFrames directly instead of wrapping them into custom
object types. Unfortunately, various instrumentation modules use
nested data structures that would invalidate standard aggregations
or increase PyDarshan’s memory footprint significantly when us-
ing a flat tabular representation. Even though most Darshan logs
primarily contain Darshan’s generic log records that are already
tabular in nature, an increasing number of modules require deeper
nested structures to capture sufficient context. Examples are Dar-
shan’s eXtended Tracing [39] or the Lustre module that records
how files are mapped to the OSTs of the Lustre parallel file system.
Nested structures in DataFrames are often inconvenient to access,
and flattened representations would introduce significant memory
overhead. As we will explain later, directly converting to Pandas
DataFrames also would have resulted in a significant performance
penalty, contradicting one of the purposes of PyDarshan: allowing
more convenient as well as fast and memory-efficient access to
Darshan log data.

Since Darshan log records are usually compressed, the uncom-
pressed data in Python could exceed the main memory available on
the host. For these occasions, we offer the read_all=False switch
when instantiating a report from a Darshan log. This suppresses
loading the log records for all modules as well as loading any name
records. In this mode, only metadata is loaded, enabling the inspec-
tion of logs with many billions of names or log records. The user



then has the choice to selectively load only specific modules or to
use an iterator that returns only one log record at a time.

We started the curation of specific aggregation functions and
common plots guarded against performing illegal reductions. Many
of PyDarshan’s aggregation helpers are designed to be useful be-
yond single log analysis and instead target the aggregation and
visualization of record collections mixed from multiple Darshan
logs, as we will demonstrate in Section 3.

2.2.2 Low-Level PyDarshan Log Backend Interface. The Low-Level
PyDarshan Log Backend Interface primarily serves as a helper
for the High-Level Object Interface and is responsible for loading
metadata and records from a Darshan log file. It also serves users
whowant to avoid the overhead of using the High-Level API. Its API
closely aligns with the Darshan C utility library but instead returns
Darshan log data in Python-friendly Numpy/Pandas/Dictionary
representations while granting the same fine-grained control for all
interactions with the log. A basic example illustrating PyDarshan’s
Log Backend API is shown in Listing 2.

For the Log Backend Interface, PyDarshan leverages Python’s
C Foreign Function Interface (CFFI), which allows calling into ex-
isting C libraries from Python. This often requires considerable
boilerplate to transform between C and Python data structures,
which the Log Backend Interface effectively hides from users. CFFI
in Python can be used in different modes. At this time, we are using
CFFI’S ABI in-line mode, which has the benefit of not requiring to
build dependencies such as compilers and linkers. Instead, merely a
header file and the shared library libdarshan-util.so are needed,
which are now part of all darshan-utils installations by default.

PyDarshan currently ships only with the CFFI-based Log Back-
end, but we found the decoupling of the high-level API as a standard
interface to base visualizations and common analysis useful. We
focused on the PyDarshan Log Backend because at the moment
Darshan data is typically read from Darshan log files directly. For
analysis, that has to aggregate across an entire site, a project, or a
particular user; however, this approach can have significant draw-
backs because every log file has to be opened and inspected to see
whether it matches a search criterion. As database-like metric stores
are becoming the norm for many deployments, we also anticipate
alternative backends.

1 import darshan.backend.cffi_backend as darshanll
2

3 log = darshanll.log_open("example.darshan")
4

5 # Access various job information
6 darshanll.log_get_job(log)
7 # Example Return:
8 # {'jobid ': 4478544 , 'uid ': 69615,
9 # 'start_time ': 1490000867 , 'end_time ': 1490000983 ,

10 # 'metadata ': {'lib_ver ': '3.1.3', 'h ': '
romio_no_indep_rw=true;cb_nodes =4'}}

11

12 # Access available modules and modules
13 darshanll.log_get_modules(log)
14 # Example Return:
15 # {'POSIX ': {'len ': 186, 'ver ': 3, 'idx ': 1},
16 # 'MPI -IO ': {'len ': 154, 'ver ': 2, 'idx ': 2},
17 # 'LUSTRE ': {'len ': 87, 'ver ': 1, 'idx ': 6},
18 # 'STDIO ': {'len ': 3234, 'ver ': 1, 'idx ': 7}}
19

20 # Access different record types as numpy arrays , with
integer and float counters separated

21 # Example Return: {'counters ': array([...], dtype=
uint64), 'fcounters ': array([...])}

22 posix_record = darshanll.log_get_record(log , "POSIX")
23 mpiio_record = darshanll.log_get_record(log , "MPI -IO"

)
24 stdio_record = darshanll.log_get_record(log , "STDIO")
25 # ...
26

27 darshanll.log_close(log)
28

Listing 2: Example using PyDarshan Log Backend API.

2.2.3 C Utility Library Extensions. To achieve efficient access to
Darshan log data and avoid duplication of parsing logic in two code
bases, PyDarshan extends and refactors some of Darshan’s original
C utility library used by Darshan’s original command-line tools.
Most of the API extensions grant access to otherwise opaque data
structures used only internally by Darshan utilities (such as the
hash tables used to map relations) so they can be easily consumed
and transformed for access from Python and other external tools.
In addition, facilities for fast data aggregation have been added for
generic log records. These low-level C interface extensions were
merged back into the original Darshan C utility suite.

We have identified additional optimizations that could be imple-
mented in the C library to better cater to the needs of PyDarshan
in future releases. In particular, we are looking to facilitate batched
and lazy loading capabilities that would benefit many data science
frameworks offering out-of-core computations as well as shuffling
data loaders often used in the context of machine learning. We will
continue the discussion of these and other planned changes and
future work in Section 5.

2.2.4 Python Packaging. We initially planned to keep PyDarshan
a Python-only package, expecting most users to use PyDarshan in
the same context in which the logs were generated, namely, the
HPC cluster. For this reason, the PyDarshan package in the Python
Package Index (PyPi) initially did not include a binary distribution,
to avoid problems across different target architectures. But because
many users reported that they would install PyDarshan on their per-
sonal computers, we have since started providing binarywheels that
ship together with a precompiled copy of libdarshan-util.so,
thus allowing use of PyDarshan on most platforms, either through
the provided binary wheels for Linux and MacOS or using Win-
dows Subsystem for Linux. This capability is particular helpful for
fostering engagement with new researchers and students who may
have access to Darshan logs but not the original HPC platform on
which they were generated.

3 ANALYSIS CASE STUDIES
In this section we discuss four use cases, developed by teams at
different organizations, that demonstrate the kinds of new analysis
and tools that are enabled by PyDarshan:

• Use Case 1: Enhancing single job summaries with HTML re-
ports and modular templates for more interactivity using a
large-scale run of the E3SM [20] climate code in Section 3.1

• Use Case 2: Enabling custom analysis tools building on top of
Darshan using the examples of DXT Explorer [11] and Drishti
[10] in Section 3.2
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• Use Case 3: Customizing I/O analysis of workflows using the
example of ATLAS AthenaMP, a high-energy physics simula-
tion in Section 3.3

• Use Case 4: Enabling the analysis of large bodies of Darshan
logs with hundreds of thousands of jobs on the Cori and Theta
supercomputers in Section 3.4

3.1 Use Case 1: Enhancing Single Job
Summaries with New Views

In this first use case, we discuss how PyDarshan enhances the ca-
pabilities of the existing Darshan job summary tool and lowers the
burden for users to contribute. Specifically, building off the success
of the Python community, we can leverage diverse packages to
simplify the process of maintaining and extending Darshan sum-
mary report infrastructure (e.g., for interfacing with Darshan utility
libraries, plotting log data, generating report HTML code from
templates), leading to a much more developer-friendly experience.

The Darshan job summary tool is an important starting point
for many users because the detailed data captured by Darshan is
often cumbersome for users to aggregate and analyze directly. For
example, users are often concerned with high-level insights into
I/O behavior such as quantifying attained performance or detecting
potential bottlenecks, yet this information is not always straight-
forward to deduce from the raw instrumentation data captured by
Darshan. Analysis tools that can automatically extract log data and
summarize key insights into I/O behavior are critical to ensuring
that users can take advantage of the detailed I/O characterization
data Darshan provides. These tools can lead users to more readily
recognize and address I/O inefficiencies in their software, ideally
leading to more efficient usage of HPC systems and increased sci-
entific productivity.

Traditionally, Darshan has provided a Perl-based job summary
script to help summarize key I/O characteristics of a given Darshan
log file. This tool extracts relevant I/O data from an input log file,
aggregates this data across all instrumented files/processes, and
produces a PDF summarizing I/O behavior with graphs, tables,
annotations, and so on. Although this tool has proven helpful for
Darshan users looking to quickly gain a high-level overview of the
I/O behavior of their jobs, it has several shortcomings that limit its
efficiency and extensibility:

• Inefficient log data extraction relying on the raw text output of
the darshan-parser utility rather than the binary data format
provided by the Darshan utility library

• Lack of an extensible summary report template, instead using
a fixed LaTeX-based template, hindering the ability to extend
or otherwise reorganize summary reports

• Lack of an in-house plotting library, instead relying on manu-
ally copying relevant log data to files that can then be fed to
gnuplot scripts

To address these problems, we have completely reimplemented
the Darshan job summary tool to leverage PyDarshan and other
auxiliary Python packages. This tool leans heavily on the com-
mon PyDarshan infrastructure introduced in Section 2.2. To start,
a Darshan report object is instantiated that reads in all log data
and metadata required by the summary tool using bindings to the
Darshan C utility library. Next, the report content (figures, tables,

annotations) is generated from relevant log data, typically using
PyDarshan routines for producing common plots (using Matplotlib
and Seaborn) and tables (using Pandas). This report content is then
converted to HTML (e.g., using Base64 encoding for Matplotlib
figures, using Pandas to_html() method for tables) and registered
within different sections in the overall report structure. A Mako3
HTML template is used to programmatically integrate all report
content generated by the job summary tool into a single output
HTML report, with CSS grids used to help enforce organization
and styling of different sections/figures.

An overview of an example PyDarshan job summary report is
presented in Figure 3. The first section of the report contains impor-
tant metadata related to the job itself (date, runtime, command-line
args, etc.) and the corresponding Darshan log file (log file name, ac-
tive modules, etc.). Additional report sections provide information
on overall job I/O activity and I/O cost. Job I/O activity is summa-
rized using heatmap figures that indicate I/O intensity in terms
of total bytes read/written across ranks over time, with these fig-
ures included for multiple interfaces. These heatmap figures can be
generated either from Darshan’s new HEATMAP module or from
DXT trace data. I/O cost is presented as the average per-process
cost of different I/O components (read, write, metadata) relative
to application runtime. Subsequent sections contain detailed per-
module statistics allowing deeper insights into usage of different
interfaces and corresponding performance characteristics. The fi-
nal section provides details on the application’s overall usage of
different storage targets (file system mounts, standard streams, etc.).

3.2 Use Case 2: Enabling Custom Analysis
Views and Tools for Applications

In the second use case we discuss how PyDarshan facilitates the
development of custom tools such as DXT Explorer [11] and Drishti
I/O [8]. DXT Explorer is a powerful tool to navigate data provided
by Darshan’s eXtended Tracing (DXT) module. Drishti is a novel
interactive, user-oriented visualization and analysis framework de-
signed to face the existing challenges in understanding I/O metrics.

Identifying the root causes of I/O performance inefficiencies in
scientific applications requires a combination of detailed metrics
and an understanding of the complex HPC I/O stack. Despite the nu-
merous tools that collect I/O metrics on production supercomputer
systems, applications often require an I/O specialist to detect the
3https://www.makotemplates.org/
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I/O bottlenecks using PyDarshan to handle Darshan data.



root causes of performance bottlenecks when accessing data and
determine what to do to solve them. For end users, a gap exists be-
tween the currently available metrics, the issues they represent, and
the application of optimizations that would mitigate slowdowns.

Drishti4 is a novel interactive, user-oriented visualization and
analysis framework designed to face the existing challenges in un-
derstanding I/O metrics [8]. It combines the features from DXT
Explorer and Drishti I/O. From extracting I/O behavior and illustrat-
ing it for users to explore interactively, detecting I/O bottlenecks
automatically, and presenting a set of recommendations to avoid
them, Drishti seeks to streamline the process of identifying and
fixing I/O bottlenecks. The framework relies on automatically de-
tecting common root causes of I/O performance inefficiencies by
mapping rawmetrics into problems and providing natural language
feedback to users based on heuristics. Figure 4 illustrates Drishti’s
core components.

To avoid multiple conversions and overhead, instead of using the
Darshan command-line parser and then transforming that to a CSV
so data could be ingested by Drishti, we instead rely on PyDarshan
for direct access to Darshan’s counters and DXT trace data in the
form of Pandas DataFrames. PyDarshan returns a dictionary of
DataFrames containing all trace operations issued by each rank.
This data structure is not optimal for Drishti because it requires
an overall view of the application behavior. Hence, we take an
additional step to iterate through the dictionary of DataFrames and
merge them into a single DataFrame for analysis and interactive
visualization.

To illustrate Drishti’s core features, we analyze the AMReX [40]
application that relies on highly parallel adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) algorithms to solve partial differential equations on block-
structured meshes. We ran AMReX with 512 ranks over 32 nodes
on the Cori supercomputer at NERSC, with a 1024 domain size,
a maximum allowable size of each subdomain used for parallel
decomposal as 8, 1 level, 6 components, 2 particles per cell, 10 plot
files, and a sleep time of 10 seconds between writes.

Figure 5 depicts the baseline execution of AMReX with the trig-
gered issues and Drishti’s recommendations. Because AMReX relies
on the HDF5 data format and it interleaves computation with I/O
phases, we have integrated the asynchronous I/O VOL Connector
[34] in an effort to hide some of the time spent in I/O through
nonblocking operations while the application makes progress in its
computation. Drishti reports also highlight that most write requests
that arrive at the parallel file system are < 1 MB for all 10 plot files.
Because the application issues larger requests that are broken down
into smaller ones directed at each storage server based on the strip-
ing policy, we have increased the stripe size to 16 MB. By applying
such optimizations we achieved a total speedup of 2.1× (from 211
to 100 seconds).

Drishti can also be used to provide insights into the overall user
behavior in a supercomputer, which we will revisit in Section 3.4
where we investigate how PyDarshan enables the analysis of large
bodies of Darshan logs.

4https://github.com/hpc-io/drishti

Figure 5: Interactive visualization of Darshan’s DXT MPI-IO
and DXT POSIX trace information and Drishti’s recommen-
dations report for AMReX.

3.3 Use Case 3: Enabling Custom Analysis for
Scientific Workflows

In this third use case we present the custom tooling on top of
PyDarshan that was developed by an application team to track the
I/O performance of a production high-energy physics workflow.
The example shows how existing PyDarshan analysis capabilities,
such as the POSIX access size plot and heatmap, can be repurposed
to provide insights on entire workflows rather than individual jobs.
It also demonstrates that many teams require insights and custom
plots that out-of-the-box tools cannot anticipate.

The ATLAS experiment [9] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
at CERN studied here uses Athena [1] as its main simulation, recon-
struction, and analysis software framework and uses ROOT [16]
for its I/O and storage.

https://github.com/hpc-io/drishti
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Figure 6: Schematic of the Atlas AthenaMP [17] workflow
with events distributed across 4 workers. The serial and par-
allel phases of the workflow are indicated at the bottom.

Athena was initially written to run serially. It was then extended
to support multiprocess parallelism for Run 2,5 so-called AthenaMP,
where independent parallel workers are forked from the main pro-
cess with a shared-memory allocation (see Figure 6). In this version
of the workflow, each worker produces its own output file. This
proves inefficient, however, because these individual worker files
have to eventually undergo a serial merging process, requiring them
each to be reread from file. In order to increase the efficiency of this
process, a SharedWriter process has been designed to be executed
alongside the other workers that retrieves the output data objects
from the workers’ memory and merges them on the fly. Parallel
compression was also implemented to further improve efficiency
after observing large overheads when scaling up to higher process
counts. To assist in these types of performance-tuning efforts go-
ing forward, Darshan is now being used to monitor various I/O
performance factors in Athena workflows.

To track load imbalances across the different workers and writers
in the workflow stages that use AthenaMP, heatmap records are
extracted from each Darshan log generated from the main/forked
processes. These heatmaps are aligned and combined into a single
heatmap DataFrame with the same format of what is used by the
PyDarshan heatmap plotting function, although with a slight modi-
fication. Instead of MPI ranks, the y-axis references different logical
units such as the workers and the shared writer of the workflow,
as illustrated in Figure 7, allowing for a comprehensive view of the
I/O activity of the entire workflow. The performance impacts of
previously discussed tuning decisions can be clearly observed in
Figure 7 (left), where the SharedWriter process spends the major-
ity of its time writing compared with Figure 7 (right) where the
parallel compression helps alleviate this bottleneck by reducing
the frequency of writing in the SharedWriter process. In this way,
these heatmap plots helped the team visualize and quickly spot
load imbalances between workers and SharedWriter in AthenaMP.

Understanding the breakdown of I/O operations by type (such
as read, write, open, stat, seek, mmap, and fsync) for each of the
workflow components is also useful for gaining insights into various
AthenaMP configurations. To do so, PyDarshan was used to read

5https://home.cern/tags/lhc-run-2

log records associated with workflow input and output files into a
DataFrame for both main and forked processes. Then, aggregations
are performed on each type of I/O operations before the data is
combined and fed into the custom stacked bar plot shown in Figure 8.
Because the total number of the operations could differ by a several
orders of magnitude, the fraction of each kind of operation is also
displayed in the bottom panel. This experiment processes 3,600
events per process and aggregates the total operations for each
of the workflow components (main, shared writer, workers) by
operation type. Figure 8 (left) demonstrates that all of the writes are
performed by the SharedWriter process while none are performed
by the workers. As expected, the workers all share the same general
I/O behavior characteristics. An equal number of writes and seeks
have been found in the SharedWriter process. There are about twice
as many seeks as reads in the workers, a result that requires further
understanding. Figure 8 (right) shows a small amount of extra reads
in the SharedWriter process when parallel compression is enabled.

3.4 Use Case 4: Analyzing Large Quantities of
Logs for System-Wide I/O Behavior

In this fourth use case we demonstrate how PyDarshan enables
the analysis of large amounts of log files, which was prohibitively
slow using the existing tools. This is important because Darshan is
enabled by default at many facilities, and applications have been
producing Darshan logs for years.

We first revisit Drishti from Section 3.2 but apply its analysis
to very large numbers of Darshan logs from two different super-
computers. In a second example we discuss a more specialized
investigation to quantify the amount of ROMIO MPI-IO coordina-
tion overhead. The two examples demonstrate how insights from
sitewide analysis can be used to inform user training and improve
storage systems as well as middleware designs.

3.4.1 Sitewide Analysis with Drishti to Understand Application Be-
havior. To inform the procurement or design of the next generation
of storage systems, we need to understand and quantify how users
and applications are using a system. For this use case we leverage
Drishti’s ability to flag I/O behaviors. Table 1 summarizes how
frequently each insight was triggered in Cori (NERSC) and Theta
(ANL) machines using a month’s worth of Darshan data. We an-
alyzed 517, 939 logs from Cori (April 2022) and 7, 595 from Theta
(October 2022). Interesting trends can be observed in both machines.
We highlight five examples from our analysis:

• High usage of the STDIO interface to transfer data (30% of the
jobs in Cori and 45% in Theta).

• Low usage of collective I/O operations in both systems (trig-
gered by 98% of the jobs in Cori and 85% in Theta).

• High number of small write/read requests using POSIX. In Cori,
62% of the jobs tracked with Darshan triggered this insight
for read requests and 59% for write requests. In Theta, that
represents 42% and 45% of the jobs, respectively.

• High number of misaligned memory and file accesses (66% of
the jobs in Cori and 65% in Theta).

• High number of sequential write operations in both systems
(66% in Cori and 56% of the jobs in Theta).

https://home.cern/tags/lhc-run-2
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Figure 7: Heatmap of data read and written by an ATLAS Run3 Derivation production job, including the 8 workers and the
single SharedWriter processes forked from the main AthenaMP process (left) and with parallel compression (right). For clarity,
we only display access to input and output files.

(a) Shared Writer (b) Shared Writer (Compression)

Figure 8: Number of POSIX operations (read, write, open, stat, seek, mmap, and fsync) in an ATLAS Run3 Derivation production
job, including the 8 workers and the single SharedWriter processes forked from the main AthenaMP process. For clarity, we
only display access to input and output files. The fraction of operations is shown in the bottom panels. The left one uses
SharedWriter only. The right one enables the parallel compression along with the SharedWriter.

Such insights are helpful to both facilities and the research
community in devising and implementing solutions to address
those challenges (e.g., policies, optimization techniques, schedul-
ing). Ather et al. [8] previously demonstrated Drishti’s performance.
When evaluated with hundreds of Darshan logs from Cori, Drishti
took, on average, ≈ 10 seconds to generate each report.

3.4.2 Custom Sitewide Analysis to Investigate I/O Middleware. As a
second example we perform large-scale log analysis using PyDar-
shan to quantify the coordination overheads in I/O middleware, for

the ROMIO MPI-IO implementation. The workhorse optimization
in ROMIOMPI-IO has been two-phase collective I/O [35]. Inside the
ROMIO library, clients exchange data among themselves to trans-
parently re-form the I/O into a more ideal workload. Two-phase
collective buffering has two major costs: a data exchange cost and
a coordination cost. Data exchange typically takes relatively little
time on the high-speed networks of these machines. Coordination
costs, when data exchange cannot occur before either the source
or target of the exchange has arrived and is ready to participate in
the collective, have so far proven challenging to quantify.



Table 1: Summary of insights triggered by Drishti in Cori (April 2022) and Theta (October 2022) Darshan instrumented jobs.
Cori Theta

Level Interface Detected Behavior Jobs Total (%) Jobs Total (%)

HIGH STDIO High STDIO usage (> 10% of total transfer size uses STDIO) 158592 30.61 3430 45.16

INFO POSIX Write operation count intensive (> 10% more writes than reads) 75742 14.62 2695 35.48
INFO POSIX Read operation count intensive (> 10% more reads than writes) 267228 51.59 2282 30.04
INFO POSIX Write size intensive (> 10% more bytes written then read) 136664 26.38 1197 15.76
INFO POSIX Read size intensive (> 10% more bytes read then written) 207346 40.03 3201 42.14
HIGH POSIX High number of small (< 1𝑀𝐵) read requests (> 10% of total read requests) 322130 62.19 3203 42.17
HIGH POSIX High number of small (< 1𝑀𝐵) write requests (> 10% of total write requests) 309868 59.82 3386 44.58
HIGH POSIX High number of misaligned memory requests (> 10%) 191214 36.91 5012 65.99
HIGH POSIX High number of misaligned file requests (> 10%) 344503 66.51 4974 65.49
WARN POSIX Redundant reads 13113 2.53 605 7.96
WARN POSIX Redundant writes 1407 0.27 40 0.52
HIGH POSIX High number of random read requests (> 20%) 174148 33.62 738 9.71
OK POSIX High number of sequential read operations (≥ 80%) 169283 32.68 4273 56.26
HIGH POSIX High number of random write requests (> 20%) 2038 0.39 10 0.13
OK POSIX High number of sequential write operations (≥ 80%) 342581 66.14 4275 56.28
HIGH POSIX High number of small (< 1𝑀𝐵) reads to shared-files (> 10% of total reads) 273274 52.76 2286 30.09
HIGH POSIX High number of small (< 1𝑀𝐵) writes to shared-files (> 10% of total writes) 46384 8.95 1300 17.11
HIGH POSIX High metadata time (at least one rank spends > 30 seconds) 19443 3.75 364 4.79
HIGH POSIX Data transfer imbalance between ranks causing stragglers (> 15% difference) 286811 55.37 3136 41.29
HIGH POSIX Time imbalance between ranks causing stragglers (> 15% difference) 201206 38.84 2559 33.69
HIGH POSIX Write imbalance (> 30%) when accessing individual files 3178 0.61 578 7.61
HIGH POSIX Read imbalance (> 30%) when accessing individual files 5265 1.01 652 8.58

WARN MPI-IO No MPI-IO calls detected from Darshan logs 511731 98.80 6518 85.81
HIGH MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO but no collective read operation 3162 0.61 31 0.40
HIGH MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO but no collective write operation 612 0.11 1 0.013
OK MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO and collective read operations 1329 0.25 743 9.78
OK MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO and collective write operations 3266 0.63 1009 13.28
WARN MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO but no non-blocking read operations 6208 1.19 1077 14.18
WARN MPI-IO Detected MPI-IO but no non-blocking write operations 6208 1.19 1077 14.18

We developed a skew-indicative heuristic in an attempt to quan-
tify coordination costs. Consider Figure 9. Some processes will not
do any I/O due to I/O aggregation in the two-phase buffering al-
gorithm, but all processes participate in data exchange. Should a
process enter the collective late, as Rank 1 does, the other MPI
processes will spend longer in the “exchange” phase waiting for the
slow process to contribute data. Additionally, if the total amount of
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WRITERank 0
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Figure 9: A collective MPI-IO call consists of data exchange
followed by a write. If processes are not well synchronized,
data exchange can take longer than expected. Skew can hap-
pen internally as well if one process spends longer in I/O
than others.

data to be read or written is larger than an internal buffer, the two-
phase collective buffering algorithm will carry out this exchange
and write process multiple times. Each round of this optimization
cannot begin until the prior finishes. Because these I/O aggregators
are writing to a shared resource, one process (such as Rank 0 in
the figure) likely will spend a longer time in write than others—for
example, because that process is stuck obtaining a lock from the
underlying file system. This additional I/O time will delay other
processes completing their exchange phase.

In situations where all processes enter the collective simultane-
ously we would expect POSIX I/O time on these I/O aggregators to
dominate the cost of a collective I/O write. Synthetic benchmarks
behave in this way, for example. If processes are imbalanced or
otherwise late in participating in the collective, we would expect
to see that reflected in a high MPI-IO time. Rank 0 cannot proceed
with writing until the data exchange with Rank 1 takes place.

Darshan logs can capture this discrepancy. Darshan collects a
variety of statistics and timers from a program, including “slowest
rank time” for both MPI-IO and POSIX. If the slowest MPI time is
higher than the slowest POSIX time, that difference suggests higher
time in the data exchange phase, which in turn suggests skewed
processes.



Figure 10: CDF plot depicting how often Darshan reported
skew when writing to or reading from a file; for example,
21% of files reported a skew of two seconds or less.

We scanned all Darshan logs on the ALCF Theta machine for
the arbitrarily chosen month of October 2020, applying our skew-
indicative heuristic. In Fig. 10, we plot the cumulative distribution
of our heuristic for the 377 applications that used MPI-IO to read or
write at least one file. We find that on a per-file basis about 21% (458
out of 2,172 files accessed – programs operated on one or more files)
exhibited skew of less than 2 seconds. One application reported
over 400 seconds of skew. We expected to see some degree of skew,
but this result surprised us. We plan on following up with these
applications to better understand these skew results.

4 RELATEDWORK
We group related work into three categories: (1) instrumentation
solutions that provide their own ecosystem of analysis tools; (2)
tools that strive for interoperability either by abstracting across
different solutions or to build a bridge to advanced analysis such
as data science or machine learning library; and (3) observability
approaches popular in distributed-systems and cloud environments.

Various instrumentation solutions such as Score-P [26], Caliper
[14], or Recorder [36] provide thin Python bindings to access the
log data. Some of these do also capture I/O activity on different
levels, such as POSIX and MPI-IO, similar to Darshan.

In order to interpret performance data, having additional context
about the system and the software environment is often vital. Dar-
shan attempts to capture some of this context for storage systems,
for example, through the Darshan Lustre module. Other tools such
as Adiak [5] introduce standardized system/application metadata
capture that also could be helpful to augment Darshan log data.

The collection of performance analysis tools is not a new idea;
tool suites exist for HPCToolkit [7, 28], Score-P [26], and TAU [33].
While customization is possible, there remains a relative high bar-
rier of integration with custom analysis. This is why PyDarshan
and other performance analysis tools [38] emphasize analysis in

Jupyter Notebooks. Hatchet [13] and Thicket [15], for example,
generalizes and develops prepared analysis and visualization for
multidimensional performance data. Similar to PyDarshan, Thicket
attempts to preserve data relationships but with a focus on compar-
ing or aggregating from call trees across executions that can have
arbitrary metrics attached.

Especially in cloud computing, standards for telemetry collection
and analysis tools for distributed systems are emerging [4, 25, 29,
30]. As HPC and cloud technologies converge and containerization
becomes more widely available, HPC centers are exploring lever-
aging the same technologies and tools. On the instrumentation
side, the kernel-level eBPF [2, 21], promises additional control and
granularity also useful for interception and counting of individual
I/O calls. At the time of writing, however, we are unaware of a
Darshan-like interface to standardized counters and data structures
for I/O analysis, nor is it clear how kernel-level monitoring would
be mapped down to individual application-specific reports.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work we introduced PyDarshan, a Python-based library to
enable agile analysis of I/O performance data. PyDarshan caters to
both novice and advanced users by offering ready-to-use HTML
reports as well as different APIs to conduct custom analyses, for
example, in Jupyter Notebooks. In four use cases we discuss how
PyDarshan (1) improves single log analysis, (2) enables third-party
developers to build new custom tools for I/O analysis on top of
PyDarshan, (3) allows building I/O analysis tools for workflows,
and (4) makes analysis of large quantities of jobs feasible because
of more efficient access to Darshan log data.

In future work, we are looking to further optimize the underlying
Darshan log data representation to improve analysis performance.
The current Darshan binary log format and low-level utility library
have two key drawbacks. The Python bindings must currently load
a single record at a time into memory (thus introducing excessive
function call and language binding overhead), and there is no a
priori indication of the number records stored in a binary log file
(making it difficult to plan an efficient memory layout up front).

We are considering several options to mitigate these problems.
One option is to explore the feasibility of converting Darshan logs
into Parquet files [32], which may allow us to more directly read
in rectangular DataFrames through an Arrow-like memory repre-
sentation. For example, Pandas [31, 37] has functions for directly
reading parquet files into DataFrames.

Also of interest, in the more distant future, is the adoption of the
in-development DataFrame API standard 6, so that we may allow
consumers of PyDarshan to interchange the DataFrame framework
in use. This may allow usage of the Polars library[6] in place of
Pandas when parallel out-of-core analyses are required, the Dask li-
brary [19, 27] if distributing DataFrames over a cluster is desired, or
cuDF [3] for GPU-based analyses of PyDarshan record DataFrames.
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